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Abstract: The goal of this paper is to develop a theoretical framework for efficient assessment of learners’ under-
standing of terms and concepts that are of fundamental importance for the study of a subject. The model is based
on the theory of knowledge spaces and meet-distributive lattices. The structure of the latter is used to select only
knowledge states that imply understanding of key ideas and minimize the effect of lucky guesses while determining
learner’s knowledge.
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1 Introduction

Assessing the initial knowledge of a student and
updating this assessment as the student progresses
through a course is an important part of every intelli-
gent tutoring system [1]. A framework for represent-
ing and measuring students’ knowledge is developed
in [6]. The key concepts in the theory of knowledge
spaces are theknowledge state- a subset of problems
that an individual is capable of solving correctly, and
theknowledge structure- a distinguished collection of
knowledge states [10].

Establishing the knowledge state of a student in a
subject is crucial for providing him/her with individ-
ual help. However, in many occasions it may require
a relatively long sequence of questions and thus dis-
turb the flow of the learning process. It might also not
be very effective for providing immediate help to the
student while he/she is working on a particular part
of the curriculum. In this paper we propose a model
for automated assessment of learner’s understanding
of comparatively small units that are considered to be
fundamental in a subject. The model is based on ap-
plication of lattices of closure systems.

’Assessment and LEarning in Knowledge Spaces’
(ALEKS) [14] and ’Relational Adaptive Tutoring Hy-
pertext’ (RATH) [15] are systems aiming at establish-
ing the knowledge state of each student in a certain
knowledge domain and then provide further guidance
and personalized help. Our model differs from exist-
ing systems in the following: it is based on multiple
choice tests, can assess high level thinking, does not
apply coefficients for guessing correction, and knowl-
edge states are arranged in meet-distributive lattices

where student’s understanding of an atom is found sat-
isfactory if his/her response belongs to a sublattice of
a lattice of the convex geometries on the set of related
atoms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Re-
lated work is listed in Section 2. The model descrip-
tion can be found in Section 3. The paper ends with a
conclusion placed in Section 4.

2 Related Work
Let Q be a finite set. A familyK of subsets ofQ
is a knowledge spaceon Q [6] if the empty set and
the total setQ are members of the familyK, and the
family K is closed under union. An atom at itemq
in knowledge space theory is a minimal knowledge
state containingq. A state is called an atom if it is an
atom atq for some itemq. A finite closure space is
a convex geometry if its dual(Q,K) is a knowledge
space in which all learning paths are gradations [6].
Subsets of relevent examination questions and certain
skills from a branch of knowledge are listed as exam-
ples of knowledge states in [7]. They are followed by
an important remark that not all possible subsets of
such items turn out to be knowledge states. ALEKS
[14] is based on mathematical cognitive science and
involves computer algorithms while constructing spe-
cific knowledge structures. Markovian procedures are
further employed for analyzing of a particular stu-
dent’s knowledge. RATH [15] combines mathemat-
ical hypertext model and knowledge space theory and
is focused on teaching.

A model for student knowledge diagnosis through
adaptive testing is presented in [12]. Permutational
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multiple choice question tests have been used for as-
sessing high-level thinking [11]. Students’ conceptual
thinking can be assessed by presenting them with tests
where all the correct answers should be chosen and/or
answers require integration of several components or
approaches [3]. The use of formula in a spreadsheet
to convert the raw assessment marks into marks or
grades corrected for guessing or additionally allow-
ing for the maximum expected mark is demonstrated
in [13]. An excellent introduction to ordered sets and
lattices and to their contemporary applications can be
found in [5].

3 The Model

For this scenario we consider a subject, given at sev-
eral universities, members of a federated system. A
subject is divided into units accepted by all course
builders from these universities. They agree on terms,
concepts and skills to be included in tests’ questions
following a unit, knowledge states going to be atoms,
and knowledge states containing questions related to
those atoms. The primary objective of this approach
is to determine all knowledge states that indicate that
a student possesses knowledge about an atom in a unit
and is able to apply that knowledge solving problems
related to other atoms in the same unit. This can be
achieved by working with nodes of a meet-distributive
lattice on the set of questions.

3.1 A Test with Six Questions

After going through a section in a subject, a student is
suggested to take a multiple choice test with six ques-
tions. Three of the questions consider understanding
of new terms or applying new skills and are denoted
by {a, b, c} = B. The other three are denoted by
{ab, ac, bc} = R whereab indicates student’s abil-
ity to apply botha andb at the same time,ac indicates
student’s ability to apply botha andc at the same time
andbc indicates student’s ability to apply bothb andc

at the same time.
We assume that a student has sufficient knowl-

edge and understanding of a question if he/she gives
correct answers to:

a) one basic question from the setB, saya and
the two related toa questions from the setR, i.e. ab

andac, or

b) two basic question from the setB, saya, b and
the related toa andb question from the setR, i.e. ab.

Table 1: Correct answer combinations leading to a re-
duced test in a consecutive trial in the case of six ques-
tions

Correctly answered Questions
questions in to be
a current test excluded

a b c ab ac bc
• • • a

• • • b
• • • c

• • • ab
• • • ac

• • • bc
• • • • a, ab
• • • • b, ab
• • • • a, ac

• • • • b, bc
• • • • c, bc

• • • • c, ac
• • • • • a, ab, ac
• • • • • b, ab, bc
• • • • • c, ac, bc

The idea is to filter out all answer combinations
that do not imply that sufficient knowledge and under-
standing are obtained. The outcome is listed in Table 1
and has a graphical representation shown in Fig. 1.

In a case with six questions we consider the fol-
lowing five cases where if the student answers cor-
rectly to all of them the process of questioning is ter-
minated.
Case 1:
If a student can answer correctly to less than three
questions or to exactly three questions from eitherB
or R, the system will first present him/her with se-
lected learning materials (theory and examples). Next
time the student takes the same test he/she will be pre-
sented with six similar questions but developed by an-
other course builder.
Case 2:
Suppose a student answers correctly to three ques-
tions, where one of them belongs toB and the other
two are the related to it questions fromR, like
c, ac, bc. This answer combination indicates master-
ing questionc and makes no assumptions about other
questions. The student will then be advised to work
with selected learning materials (theory and exam-
ples) concerning questionsa and b. In a consecu-
tive test the student will be presented with five ques-
tionsa, c, ab, ac, bc again developed by another course
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builder. If the student answers correctly to all of them,
the process of questioning is terminated. If the student
fails to give correct answers to some of the questions
a, b, ab, ac, bc then procedures similar to the follow-
ing cases will be applied.
Case 3:
Suppose a student answers correctly to three ques-
tions, where two of them belong toB and the third one
is the related to them question fromR, like b, c, bc.
This answer combination indicates mastering question
bc and makes no assumptions about other questions.
The student will then be advised to work with selected
learning materials (theory and examples) concerning
questionsa, b andc. In a consecutive test the student
will be presented with five questionsa, b, c, ab, ac

again developed by another course builder. If the stu-
dent fails to give correct answers to some of the ques-
tionsa, b, c, ab, ac then procedures similar to the fol-
lowing cases will be applied.
Case 4:
Suppose a student answers correctly to four questions,
where two of them belong toB and the other two
are the related to them questions fromR, like f.ex.
a, b, ab, ac. This answer combination indicates mas-
tering questionsa andab and makes no assumptions
about other questions. The student will then be ad-
vised to work with selected learning materials (theory
and examples) concerning questionsb andc. In this
case we still repeat questionb since by not answer-
ing correctly to questionbc the student indicates pos-
sible difficulties applying knowledge from question
b to other domains. Next time the student takes the
same test he/she will be presented with four questions
b, c, ac, bc again developed by another course builder.
If the students fails to give correct answers to some of
the questionsb, c, ac, bc then procedures similar to the
one in the following case will be applied.
Case 5:
Suppose a student answers correctly to five ques-
tions, where three of them belong toB and the other
two are related to them questions fromR, like f.ex.
a, b, c, ab, bc. This answer combination indicates mas-
tering questionsb, ab andbc and makes no assump-
tions about other questions. The student will then be
advised to work with selected learning materials (the-
ory and examples) concerning questionsa andc. In
this case we repeat questionsa andc since by not an-
swering correctly to questionac the student indicates
possible difficulties applying knowledge from ques-
tions a and c to other areas. Next time the student
takes the same test he/she will be presented with three
questionsa, c, ac again developed by another course
builder. If the students fails to give correct answers to
some of the questionsa, c, ac then a similar procedure
will be applied.

a, b, c, ab, ac, bc

a, c, ac a, ab, ac a, b, ab b, ab, bc b, c, bc c, ac, bc

a, c, ab, ac a, b, ab, ac a, b, ab, bc b, c, ab, bc b, c, ac, bc a, c, ac, bc

a, b, c, ab, ac a,  b, c, ab, bc a, b, c, ac, bc

Figure 1: A lattice for the case with six questions

3.2 A Test with Eight Questions

After going through a even larger section in a sub-
ject, f.ex. a chapter, a student is suggested to take a
multiple choice test with eight questions. Four of the
questions consider understanding of new terms or ap-
plying new skills and are denoted by{a, b, c, d} = B.
The other four indicating student’s ability to apply
three terms/skills at the same time are denoted by
{abc, abd, acd, bcd} = R.

We assume that a student has sufficient knowl-
edge and understanding of a question if he/she gives
correct answers to:
a) one basic question from the setB, saya and the
three related toa questions from the setR, i.e. abc,
abd, andacd, or
b) three basic question from the setB, saya, b, c and
the related toa, b andc question from the setR, i.e.
abc.

In a case of incorrect answer the student is pre-
sented with theory and examples filling knowledge
gaps, clarifying misunderstanding or misconception.
Such recommendations are given by intelligent agents
that base their decisions on using association rules. In
case of a consecutive failure the procedure is repeated
with another set of questions, developed by a different
lecturer. If the student answers correctly to all ques-
tions the process of questioning is terminated.

Furthermore, a question is excluded from a con-
secutive trial if a student gives five correct answers as
shown in Table 2 and Table 3 with a graphical repre-
sentation shown in Fig. 2. The rest is similar to the
case with six questions.

4 Conclusion
A theoretical framework for efficient assessment of
learners’ understanding of carefully chosen terms and
concepts is presented. The model is based on the
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Table 2: Correct answer combinations leading to a re-
duced test in a consecutive trial in the case of eight
questions

Correctly answered questions Questions
in a current test to be

excluded
a b c d abc abd acd bcd
• • • • • a
• • • • • a
• • • • • a
• • • • • a
• • • • • b

• • • • • b
• • • • • b
• • • • • b

• • • • • c
• • • • • c

• • • • • c
• • • • • c

• • • • • d
• • • • • d

• • • • • d
• • • • • d

• • • • • abc
• • • • • abc
• • • • • abc
• • • • • abc
• • • • • abd
• • • • • abd
• • • • • abd
• • • • • abd
• • • • • acd
• • • • • acd
• • • • • acd
• • • • • acd
• • • • • bcd

• • • • • bcd
• • • • • bcd
• • • • • bcd

• • • • • • a, b
• • • • • • a, c
• • • • • • a, d
• • • • • • a, abc
• • • • • • a, abd

Table 3: Correct answer combinations leading to a re-
duced test in a consecutive trial in the case of eight
questions

Correctly answered questions Questions
in a current test to be

excluded
a b c d abc abd acd bcd
• • • • • • a, acd

• • • • • • b, c
• • • • • • b, d
• • • • • • b, bcd

• • • • • • b, abd
• • • • • • b, abc
• • • • • • b, abd

• • • • • • c, d
• • • • • • c, acd

• • • • • • c, bcd
• • • • • • c, abc
• • • • • • d, abd
• • • • • • d, acd

• • • • • • d, bcd
• • • • • • abc, abd
• • • • • • abc, acd
• • • • • • abc, bcd
• • • • • • abd, acd
• • • • • • abd, bcd
• • • • • • acd,

bcd
• • • • • • • a, b, c,

abc
• • • • • • • a, b, d,

abd
• • • • • • • a, c, d,

acd
• • • • • • • b, c, d,

bcd
• • • • • • • a, abc,

abd, acd
• • • • • • • b, abc,

abd, acd
• • • • • • • c, abc,

abd, acd
• • • • • • • d, abc,

abd, acd
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a, 
b,
c, 
d,
abc

a, 
b,
c,
abc,
acd

a, 
b,
c,
abc,
abd

a, 
b,
c,
abc,
bcd

a, b, 
c, d, 
abc,
acd

a, b, c,
abc, 
abd,
bcd

a, 
b,
c, 
d,
abd

a, 
b,
d,
abc,
abd

a, 
b,
d,
abd,
acd

a, 
b,
d,
abd,
bcd

a, b, 
c, d, 
abc,
abd

a, b, d,
abd, 
acd,
bcd

a, 
b,
c, 
d,
acd

a, 
c,
d,
acd,
bcd

a, 
c,
d,
abc,
acd

a, 
c,
d,
abd,
acd

a, b, 
c, d, 
acd,
bcd

a, c, d,
abc, 
abd,
acd

b, 
c,
d,
abd,
bcd

b, 
c,
d,
abc
bcd

b, 
c,
d,
acd,
bcd

a, b, 
c, d, 
abd,
bcd

b, c, d,
abc,
acd
bcd

a,
b,
c,
d,
bcd

a, 
abc,
abd, 
acd,
bcd

a, 
c,
abc,
abd,
acd

a,
b, 
abc,
abd,
acd

a, 
d,
abc,
abd,
acd

a, c,  
abc,
abd,
acd,
bcd

a, b, d,
abc, 
abd,
acd,

a, 
b,
abc, 
abd,
bcd

b,
abc,
abd,
acd,
bcd

b, 
c,
abc,
abd,
bcd

b, 
d,
abc,
abd,
bcd

a, b, 
abc,
abd,
acd,
bcd

b, c, d,
abc, 
abd,
bcd

c, 
abc,
abd,
acd,
bcd

b, 
c,
abc,
acd,
bcd

a, 
c,
abc,
acd,
bcd

c,
d,
abc,
acd,
bcd

b, c, 
abc,
abd 
acd,
bcd

a, c, d,
abc, 
acd,
bcd

c,
d,
abd,
acd
bcd

a,
d,
abd
acd,
bcd

c, d,
abc, 
abd,
acd,
bcd

a, b, d,
abd, 
acd,
bcd

d,
abc,
abd,
acd,
bcd

b,
d,
abd,
acd,
bcd

a,b,c,d,
abc, abd,
acd

a, b, c,
abc, abd,
acd, bcd

a, b, c, d,
abc, abd,
bcd

a, b, d, 
abc, abd, 
acd, bcd

a, b, c, d,
abc, acd,
 bcd

a, c, d,
abc, abd,
acd, bcd

a, b, c, d,
abd, acd,
bcd

b, c, d,
abc, abd,
acd, bcd

a, ,b, c, d, abc, abd, acd, bcd

Figure 2: A lattice showing relations among eight
questions

theory of knowledge spaces and meet-distributive lat-
tices. In the future we plan to develop a prototype sys-
tem based on the presented model. In our next phase
of experiments we will evaluate the suitability of the
current rules and the effectivity over time of the sys-
tem. Association rules will be applied in the process
of choosing appropriate learning materials.
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